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Tragedy struck in Kalamazoo, Michigan last weekend when a local man, Jason Dalton, carried out
a seemingly random shooting spree that left six people dead. Many observers were surprised to
find out that Dalton drove for Uber Technologies Inc. and may have even been transporting
passengers between murders.

Dalton had no criminal history and good customer reviews, so perhaps no employer could have
seen this coming. But the shooting has nonetheless breathed new life into a long-running debate
over whether Uber is doing enough to vet drivers. Those concerns were amplified by a 2014 lawsuit
filed by state prosecutors in California, which alleged that Uber’s vetting process has missed
registered sex offenders and other felons.

Uber’s critics say it needs stricter background checks on prospective drivers. Rideshare companies
rely on private record checkers to do name and social security number- based checks. Taxi
companies, on the other hand, use government-run systems based on fingerprinting.  “The
fingerprint-based government conducted criminal background check can access more fully an
individual’s criminal history,” says Dave Sutton, a spokesperson for “Who’s Driving You?”, an
initiative of the Taxicab, Limousine & Paratransit Association.

Others say Uber may also want to reevaluate its policy of not doing in-person interviews with
candidates. A well-trained interviewer can pick up cues from an interviewee about the risks he or
she might pose, says Brad Hiles, a partner at the law firm Husch Blackwell. With Uber, “there’s less
of an examination at the time the [employment] relationship is initially established,” Hiles says. “And
then after that’s established, you don’t have the human contact to observe bad behavior.”

Uber representatives addressed these criticisms in a conference call with reporters on Monday.
According to Wired, the Uber officials argued that a fingerprint-based background check would not
have raised red flags about Dalton’s behavior. Uber also defended its policy of not doing in-person
interviews. “The idea that simply by having someone look at someone—that they could determine if
they were about to have a psychotic episode—is a faulty theory,” Uber safety advisory board
member Ed Davis told reporters.
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